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«Пути идей - дороги городов: Тольятти и будущее урбанизации»
[“Paths of Ideas – Paths of Cities: Togliatti and the Future of Urbanization”/lecture in Russian]
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Focusing on the example of Togliatti, a Russian city along the southern reaches of the Volga River, this talk will address the factors which drive urban development and the lessons learned from the past 15 years of that city’s history. Reflecting on his experiences as a researcher, evolutionary environmentalist, artist, educator, and public manager in Togliatti, the speaker will also consider the impact of globalization upon concepts of Russian identity and the roots of Russian culture.

A graduate of the John Smith Fellowship Program (UK) and the Moscow School of Political Studies (Russia), Vladislav Radkov holds the Edmund S. Muskie Fellowship and is currently pursuing an MPA at SPEA.

Sponsored by the Russian and East European Institute

Persons with disabilities who require assistance to attend this event are encouraged to contact the REEI office at 812-855-7309 or reei@indiana.edu.